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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.
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One of my favorite poems of the 20th century is Elizabeth Bishop's at the fish houses. It's a long
poem whose speaker is visiting a harbour town, someplace she wants new, but has since left, she
spends the first half of the poem, building a vivid concrete sense of setting. Only when she has
grasped all that can be seen, does she give herself over to contemplating what sits behind the
surface of these familiar objects, and beneath the surface of the ocean Stark, icy water. The poem
goes from being vivid and clear, to being metaphysical, and even a little terrifying. it imparts in
me a deep longing to be touched or claimed, by what I cannot see, or fully imagine. And one of
my favorite poems of the 21st century is today's poem, crowning by Kevin young. Set in a hospital
delivery room. The poem speaker is a father present at the birth of his child. Like Bishop young
builds the scene in vivid details, in this case, capturing a sense of the immense work and wonder
of childbirth itself. He employs images from nature, casting birth as both wild and deeply human.
The poems rhythmic lines convey the heroic strength of the child's mother and of every woman in
active delivery. And then, there is the moment when the child arrives, waking slowly to this new
life, which the poem speaker refers to as a kind of afterlife for the newborn. The first time I read
this poem, I was just a few weeks pregnant with my eldest child. It was early enough in the
pregnancy, that I didn't even know about my condition. But the poem captivated me. I go so far
as to say it startled me it boldly, and reverently defied the glib, euphemistic ways we sometimes
talk about childbirth, as well as the ways we belittle the experience as comically messy or
embarrassing. crowning is like a report from the front lines of one of life's greatest miracles and
abiding mysteries. crowning by Kevin young. Now that knowing means nothing, now that you are
more born than being more awake than awaited, since I've seen your hair deep inside mother a
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glimpse grass in late winter, early spring, watching your mother's pursed, throbbing purpled power,
her pushing you for one whole hour, two, almost three, almost out. Maybe never. Animals smell
and Pete, breath and sweat and mulch matter. And at once you descend, or drive are driven by
mother's body, by her will and brilliance, by bowel by wanting and your hair piercing as if it could
see an eye saw you storming forth. taproot. Your cap of hair half in half out and wait. Hold it
there, the doctor say and she squeezing my hand, her face full of fire, then groaning your face out
like a flower. Blood bloom Chromecast into air, shoulders, and the long cord still rooting you to
each other to the other world into this afterlife. Among us living. The chord I cut like an iris pulsing.
Then you wet against mother's chest. Still purple. Not blue. Not yet red, no cry, warming now.
Now, opening your eyes, midnight blue and the blue black dawn. The slow down is a production of
American public media in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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